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Abstract—This article presents a class of phased-array systems
that function as video-rate imagers in the millimeter-wave (mmW)
and sub-THz bands. While the systems presented operate in the
Ka-band (35 GHz) and W-band (77 and 86 GHz), the approach
is scalable to the THz regime. Their operation is based on the
upconversion of incident mmW and sub-THz signals to the optical
domain using high-speed electro-optic modulators (EOMs) that are
connected to each antenna element in a phased-array antenna. The
output optical fiber from each EOM is relayed to a fiber bundle,
or optical fiber array, from which the upconverted mmW/sub-THz
signals are launched into free space. Because the upconversion pre-
serves both the temporal and spatial coherence, through a spatial
phase-control loop (SPCL), the launched sideband signals re-form
the beamspace of the incident mmW or sub-THz signals, but in the
optical domain. At this point, a lens performs a 2D spatial Fourier
transform, to produce a real-time image of the mmW or sub-THz
signals from the environment on a short-wave infrared (SWIR)
camera, which renders the scene at video rates. The fundamental
operating principles of these systems are presented, along with
the historical progress in their development, and experimental
demonstrations.

Index Terms—Beamforming, microwave photonics, optical
coherent detection, phased-array antennas, radio over fiber,
wireless communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

EARLY radiometric sensing/imaging dates back to WWII,
where it leveraged the advent of radar technology [1],

[2]. For decades, these systems consisted of single-channel
radiometers due to the lack of more suitable technologies needed
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for real-time imaging systems. In the 1970s and 1980s their
development evolved into linear and conical scanning systems
[3], [4], [5]. The 1990s saw significant developments in mi-
crowave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICs) [6], [7], which
led to lens-based [8], [9] mmW focal-plane-array (FPA) imaging
systems [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In the late 1990s and
early 2000s novel scanning and phased-array implementations
were introduced [16], [17], [18] and in the 2010s, systems
based on diode detectors [19], [20], [21], [22] and cooled mi-
crobolometers were developed [23], [24], [25]. Throughout this
time, applications evolved from spaceborne remote sensing to
navigational aids in harsh environments, to security screening
systems, and most recently to include applications of enhanced
situational awareness in challenging environments [26], [27],
[28], [29], [30]. All things considered, the history of radiometric
imaging and related technologies is long and illustrious!

In addition to those outlined above, methods based on optical
detection of mmW and sub-THz signals have also been proposed
[31], including methods based on optical beamforming [32],
[33]. However, the implementation of optical beamforming was
limited due to the inability to achieve large-scale spatial phase
coherence. This article revisits the optical beamforming ap-
proach, based on the development of a spatial phase-control-loop
(SPCL) technique [34] that preserves spatial coherence of the
upconverted mmW or sub-THz signals across a phased-array
aperture [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]. Consequently, the incident
radio signals, now in the optical domain, can be processed using
a standard Fourier transform optical lens, which can process a
nearly unlimited number of beams each with multiple GHz of
signal bandwidth.

The optically enabled phased-array architecture underlying
the systems presented in this work can be applied to a wide range
of applications and frequency bands. These include image-wise
detection of active microwave signals with baseband waveform
recovery for communications [40], as well as microwave signal
generation via downconversion between pairs of optical beams
offset in frequency and spatially separated, using Fourier optics
to convert the spatial separation into a beam tilt that generates a
phase gradient that is preserved upon downconversion at an array
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Fig. 1. (a) Conventional RF receivers downconvert the received signal using a mixer and local oscillator. (b) Optical upconversion receiver that upconverts the
received RF signal onto the sideband of an optical carrier. A dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) optical filter passes one sideband and rejects the
carrier and the other sideband. The passed sideband is integrated in a photodetector, yielding an output current proportional to the incident RF power.

of photodiode-fed antenna elements [40], in a manner similar
to the THz beam steering approach of [41], [42]. However, it
should be emphasized that the application being addressed in
this article is to render mmW and sub-THz images of passive,
i.e., thermally generated, emissions from the environment (like
long-wave infrared (IR) thermal imaging but in the mmW and
sub-THz region of the spectrum). For this reason, the sensitivity
of these systems is quantified in terms of their noise-equivalent
temperature difference (NETD).

The effective operational range of these systems is limited
by the performance parameters that define the fidelity of the
rendered image, such as angular resolution (denoted by Δθ),
spatial resolution (denoted by δ� R×Δθ, where R is the range),
and NETD. The resolution is governed by diffraction, which is
based on the ratio of wavelength (λ) to aperture size (D): Δθ =
λ/D. Thus, the primary way to improve (reduce) δ is either to
decrease λ or increase D, which implies either the use of higher
operational frequencies (hence mmWs or sub-THz) or a larger
system aperture, or both. The sensitivity is the level at which the
system can differentiate between a signal and background noise,
and is thus largely based on system noise performance, which is
especially challenging for passive imaging systems working at
mmW/sub-THz frequencies, where the spectral power density
of thermal (Planck black-body) emissions is ∼104 times smaller
than that at infrared frequencies for terrestrial temperatures.
Because they image the radiometric environment based on
variations in the brightness temperature, or thermal emissions,
of objects in the scene, these systems need to be sensitive
enough to render spatial variations in brightness temperature

from objects or reflections of objects from the environment,
e.g., the cold sky.

As stated above, the basis for the presented approach is
upconversion of mmW or sub-THz signals to the optical do-
main. In the systems presented herein, this is achieved using
high-speed EOMs made in lithium niobate [43], [44], [45], [46].
As illustrated in Fig. 1, this approach differs from conventional
radio-frequency (RF) receivers, which downconvert received
signals to an intermediate frequency (IF). In this case, the upcon-
verted signal can be represented by its electric field amplitude
as follows [38]:

EFSB ∝ EoptEme
i(ωopt+ωm)t+iϕm+iϕopt , (1)

where ωopt and ϕopt are, respectively, the angular frequency
and the phase of the optical carrier, while ωm and ϕm are the
angular frequency and phase of the received mmW signal. EFSB,
Eopt and Em are the field amplitudes of the first optical side-
band, optical carrier, and received mmW signal, respectively.
Examination of (1) shows that the upconversion process yields
an optical sideband signal with an amplitude proportional to
both the mmW signal Em and the optical carrier, Eopt. Also,
the phase ϕm of the signal received at each antenna element is
preserved. A main challenge, however, is the optical phase term,
ϕopt which, in general, is random-valued due to continuously
varying micro-perturbations within the optical fiber from the
environment. Thus, as the upconverted signals are relayed from
the antenna elements to the fiber bundle, perturbations within
the optical fiber itself serve to decorrelate their phases, thereby
preventing the use of an optical Fourier-transform lens to do
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Fig. 2. Diagram illustrating the use of optical beamforming to process upconverted mmW signals to form a real-time, video-rate image of the mmW scene.

beamforming. To address this challenge, an active SPCL was
developed; details of its design and function are presented in
[34], while a description of the specific implementation used
in the mmW imaging systems presented in this article can be
found in Section IV. Therefore, the analysis presented below
assumes that Eopt and ϕopt are uniform across the fiber bundle,
with amplitude uniformity, Eopt, arising from equal splitting of
a single source laser (which also inherently preserves temporal
coherence), and uniformity ofϕopt arising from the SPCL. Note,
since ϕopt is uniform across the array, it can be disregarded in
the present context of far-field mmW imaging. However, it is
worthwhile to note that the ability to control ϕopt afforded by
the SPCL can be used to encode any desired phase profile, such as
a quadratic, to enable the phased array system to perform near-
field or even confocal imaging. More generally, the ability to
apply any arbitrary phase profile enables point-spread-function
engineering [47].

In addition to providing the ability to control the optical phases
that enables imaging of the mmW scene, the optical mmW
detection and beamforming approach also has the advantage
of de-coupling the high-frequency electronic components in the

front end from the spatial processing and detection that follows.
This means that the same frequency-agnostic optical processor
can be coupled in a plug-and-play manner to a selection of front
ends operating anywhere from sub-6-GHz wireless telecom
bands up to the THz domain. Further, unlike conventional phased
arrays, in this approach, all the beams accessible to the array
(based on the aperture size and number of elements) are formed
simultaneously at light speed, without the power consumption
and latency of digital signal processing.

II. BASIS OF OPERATION

On a qualitative level, the operation of the imaging system
can be described with the help of Fig. 2, which shows an RF
wave, arriving from the left, incident onto an array antenna
where each antenna element is connected directly to an EOM.
The output optical fibers from each element are gathered to
a common bundle, at whose termination they form an optical
fiber array, where the arrangement of the fibers mimics the
antenna arrangement at reduced scale. At this point, the optical
signal from each fiber is launched into free space wherein the
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upconverted mmW sidebands are filtered from the carrier and
allowed to expand and overlap with optical signals from the other
fibers. Because each optical sideband contains the amplitude and
phase of the incident mmW signal, see (1), the overlaid signals
recreate the mmW beamspace in the optical domain. Finally,
an optical lens is used to perform the two-dimensional spatial
Fourier transform [48] at the speed of light and consuming no
power. (It is worth noting that, for active-signal applications such
as radar and communications, this approach has a near-infinite
beam-bandwidth product (BBP).)

From an imaging perspective, the mmW scene can be thought
of as a distribution of thermal point sources, which are all
temporally and spatially uncorrelated. As spherical waves from
the point sources expand and propagate outward into the far field,
they become, at the receiving aperture, a collection of uncorre-
lated plane waves, which is a spatial Fourier transform of each
point-source distribution in the sense of Fraunhofer diffraction
[48]. Effectively, the antenna array samples each plane wave
and thereby captures its amplitude and phase at each antenna
element location, or sample point. This amplitude and phase
distribution of the mmW scene is upconverted, re-launched into
free space from the fiber bundle, and ultimately inverse-Fourier
transformed in the optical domain by a simple lens.

An important caveat to consider is that like all phased-array
antennas that operate over a finite bandwidth, the arrays imple-
mented in the presented passive mmW imaging systems also
exhibit angle-frequency dispersion, commonly referred to as
“squint.” As a result, off-axis incidence plane waves having
different frequencies but incident from the same direction will
excite the array elements with different phase profiles, and
hence they will be imaged at different locations. The phase
profiles are determined by the projection of the aperture size
along the direction of incidence relative to the RF wavelength,
or equivalently, by the time delay between the nearest and
farthest array elements multiplied by the RF frequency. In the
continuous limit wherein a single point source emits over a
finite bandwidth, this effect will cause its image spot to be
spread out, degrading the imager’s spatial resolution. The squint
effect increases with both the signal bandwidth and the angle
of arrival, hence the impact can be minimized by narrowing
the RF bandwidth that the system receives, and by narrowing
the angular range (i.e., the spatial-frequency bandwidth) that the
system receives. On the other hand, increasing the RF bandwidth
is desirable to improve the sensitivity, as the total power received
by the system is proportional to its RF bandwidth. Likewise,
increasing the spatial bandwidth (aperture size) is desirable to
improve angular resolution. Therefore, the impact of squint can
be understood as imposing a tradespace among the system’s
RF integration bandwidth, its angular field of regard (FoR),
and angular resolution. Put another way, incoherent thermal
sources can be considered to be superpositions of coherent (i.e.,
monochromatic, continuous-wave) sources with uncorrelated
phases. By limiting the bandwidth of the receiver, we implicitly
define a coherence time, specifically the reciprocal of the limited
bandwidth. Multiplying this by the speed of light gives the
coherence length. So long as the aperture size projected along
the angle of incidence is smaller than this coherence length,

incoherent signals’ phases remain correlated, i.e., effectively
coherent, and the signals may be imaged with minimal squint
degradation. Therefore, it is essential that the system be as
efficient as possible in its upconversion of mmW signals, to allow
narrow RF bandwidths while still achieving desired sensitivity.
The systems presented in this article have demonstrated NETDs
below 1 K at a video rate of 30 Hz.

The next section presents a more formal analysis of a general
phased array used as a real-time imaging system, such as was
described qualitatively above.

III. IMAGING SYSTEMS WITH PHASED-ARRAY ANTENNAS

This section presents the formulation of a conventional in-
coherent point-wise image reconstruction wherein the mmW
image is reconstructed in the optical domain. As stated above,
each antenna element is connected to an EOM with the output
being carried in an optical fiber to a fiber bundle that terminates
in an arrangement that mimics the spatial distribution of the
antennas. The output of the bundle creates beams that are then
allowed to interfere in free space, and the interference pattern,
corresponding to the original mmW scene, is captured by a
regular array of optical sensors such as a SWIR charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera. The image reconstruction process can be
expressed as the follows:

Cn =
1√
N

M−1∑
m=0

Bmei(θnm+ϕm) (2)

where Bm is the amplitude of the field at the output of the mth

fiber, Cn is the amplitude of the field at the nth pixel of the CCD,
ϕm is the (mmW-modulated) phase of the optical beam in the
mth fiber, and θnm is the phase the optical beam picks up as it
propagates in free space from mth fiber to nth pixel; it is assumed
that there are M optical fibers, N sensing elements in the CCD
array, and that the intensity of light coming out of each fiber is
evenly distributed among the N sensors of the CCD. See also
Fig. 3 for the parameter definitions.

For now, we assume that the scene consists of K point thermal
sources that emit mmW incoherently. For simplicity, we first
consider a single-tone emission. In the case of upconversion by
phase modulation, the phases in the individual M channels are:

ϕm =
K−1∑
k=0

Sk cos (Ωt+ φkm) (3)

where Ω is the mmW angular frequency, t is the time, and
φkm is the phase picked up by the mmW on the way to the
antenna; it depends on both the scene element, index k, and on the
channel, index m. Sk are the (real, time-independent) amplitudes
of the mmW sources scaled by the modulation efficiency of
the modulators and the distance from the mmW source to the
receiving antenna (i.e., dimensionless). Identical modulation
efficiency is assumed for modulators in all channels.
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Fig. 3. Diagram representing the mathematical formulation of the optical beamforming process.

Substituting (3) into the (2) yields optical-field amplitude

Cn=
1√
N

M−1∑
m=0

Bm exp

[
i

(
θnm+

K−1∑
k=0

Sk cos (Ωt+φkm)

)]
.

(4)
Element n of the photo-detector array senses the time-

averaged power of light incident upon it, i.e., Pn = 〈|Cn|2〉 =
〈CnC

∗
n〉, where the asterisk indicates complex conjugation. In

the monochromatic analysis of uncorrelated sources considered
here, time averaging, indicated by angled brackets 〈 〉, may be
expressed mathematically by averaging over all possible phase
offsets among the sources—see, e.g., (7) below.

In the small-signal regime,
∑

k |Sk| � 1, only the lowest-
order terms in the Taylor expansion of the exp function in |Cn|2

contribute significantly to the result, and therefore only those
terms are retained. Of these, terms linear in Sk average to zero,
as do cross-correlation terms containing SkSk′ for k 
= k′, since
the sources are assumed uncorrelated. With these observations
the average power Pn incident on the nth photo-detector becomes

Pn =
〈
|Cn|2

〉
= 〈CnC

∗
n〉 =

1

N

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ )

×
〈
1− 1

2

∑
k

S2
k [cos (Ωt+φkm)− cos (Ωt+φkm′)]

2

〉
.

(5)

Linearity of the averaging operation allows rewriting the last
term in (5) as

1− 1

2

∑
k

S2
k

〈
[cos (Ωt+ φkm)− cos (Ωt+ φkm′)]2

〉
. (6)

Averaging in (6) consists of integration over a uniform prob-
ability distribution of phase φk associated with kth source:〈
[cos (Ωt+ φkm)− cos (Ωt+ φkm′)]2

〉

=
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

[cos (Ωt+φkm+φk)−cos (Ωt+φkm′+φk)]
2dφk

= 1− cos (φkm − φkm′) . (7)

As a result, (5) becomes

Pn =
1

N

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ )

×
{
1− 1

2

∑
k

S2
k [1− cos (φkm − φkm′)]

}
, (8)

which may be split into the following two terms:

Pn =

(
1− 1

2

∑
k

S2
k

)
1

N

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ )

+
1

2N

∑
k

S2
k

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ )

× cos (φkm − φkm′) . (9)

The first term in (9) is identified as the intensity produced by the
carrier wavelength of the modulated signal (no spectral filtering
was applied in the calculations). It contains no information about
the scene except for the total power that is shifted from the carrier
frequency to the sidebands, 1

2

∑
k S

2
k . The second term of (9)

represents the sidebands and carries information about the scene.
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Fig. 4. Passive mmW imager development timeline starting in 2008 through 2022: (a) 1 × 4 array in 2008 first demonstration of the concept, (b) 32-element
sparse array with first passive demonstration in 2009, (c) 220-element 5-arm spiral sparse array demonstrated in 2012 with an NETD of ∼5 K, (d) first full, or
dense, array with 18 × 22 = 396 elements in 2019 with an NETD ∼2 K, (e) 32 × 32 dense array, with boresight visible and IR cameras, with an NETD <1.0 K,
and (f) portable 8 × 8 dense array with an NETD ∼0.8 K, weight ∼19 lb, and able to run battery-operated for up to 4 hours with a 10-Ah battery.

It can be further manipulated to yield

1

2N

∑
k

S2
k

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ ) cos (φkm − φkm′)

=
1

4N

∑
k

∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m

SkBmei(θnm+φkm)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+
1

4N

∑
k

∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m

SkBmei(θnm−φkm)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (10)

The two terms in (10) can be identified as two images recon-
structed from the two sidebands of the modulated optical beam.
They differ in the sign between the phases on the antenna side
φkm and on the optical side θnm. Therefore, if both sidebands
were kept in the image reconstruction, two images would be
present—one superimposed on the other. These images are
related by center-point reflection.

For an intuitive understanding of (10), consider the second
term, which corresponds to the intensities captured by the optical
sensor in the presence of spectral filtering that allows only one of
the sidebands to pass. Specifically, the spectrally filtered optical
power captured by the nth pixel of the array is

Pn =
1

4N

∑
k

∣∣∣∣∣
∑
m

SkBmei(θnm−φkm)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (11)

and can be rearranged as follows:

Pn =
1

4N

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′ei(θnm−θnm′ )

∑
k

S2
ke

−i(φkm−φkm′ ).

(12)
The phase angles θnm − θnm′ and φkm − φkm′ can be found

using the positions Rm of the antenna elements in the antenna
array, the positions rm of the fibers in the fiber array, as well as
the wave-vectors Kk and kn of the incoming mmW radiation

and of the optical beam, respectively:

φkm − φkm′ = Kk · (Rm −Rm′) = Kk ·ΔRmm′

θnm − θnm′ = kn · (rm − rm′) = kn ·Δrmm′ . (13)

As a result,

Pn =
1

4N

∑
m,m′

BmB∗
m′eikn·Δrmm′

∑
k

S2
ke

−iKk ·ΔRmm′

=
|B|2
4N

∑
m,m′

(∑
k

S2
ke

−iKk ·ΔRmm′

)
eikn·Δrmm′ (14)

where it is also assumed that the optical power is evenly dis-
tributed among the M fibers, Bm ≡ B. Since the fiber array is a
scaled version of the antenna array,Δrmm′ ∝ ΔRmm′ , (14) has
a form of a composition of a Fourier transform with an inverse
Fourier transform. Therefore, as long as the baselines ΔRmm′

cover the Fourier domain reasonably well, it is expected that
the optical image captured by the imaging array will faithfully
reproduce the mmW scene. Furthermore, result (14) is consistent
with the approach used in computer simulations where the
scene is reconstructed point-wise, and the powers are added
(incoherently) at the detectors.

The preceding discussion implicitly assumes that each of M
fibers illuminates the entire array of N detectors uniformly, and
does not consider the finite size of the detector array. In reality,
the fibers emit a limited range of angles, with an approximately
Gaussian power distribution, resulting in a gradual roll-off in
optical power (and hence in NETD) toward the outer edges of
the image. Further, the fiber spacing is limited in practice to
be equal to or greater than the fiber diameter (typically 250
μm), which is much larger than both the optical wavelength
(typically 1.55 μm) and the fiber mode diameter (∼10 μm).
Hence, the optical aperture that re-launches the upconverted RF
field as depicted in Fig. 2 is underfilled, and hence subject to
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Fig. 5. Schematic block diagram of the optically upconverted phased-array architecture. (LNA: low-noise amplifier, PM: polarization maintaining, BS: beam
splitter, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, SWIR: short-wave infrared, λ/4: Quarter-wave plate, EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, FPGA: field-programmable gate
array).

the formation of grating lobes. These effects are mitigated in
practice by collimating the fiber outputs with microlenses, which
are used to expand the optical mode size at the input focal plane
of the lens to match the fiber spacing. This has the effect of
limiting the angular divergence of the fiber outputs such that the
area they illuminate in the output focal plane is well matched
to the alias-free image size (i.e., the grating lobe spacing) on
the CCD array. Additional discussion of the origin and impact
of optical grating lobes in the architecture presented here, in the
context of imaging active communications signals, can be found
in [40].

IV. IMAGER BUILDS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Systems based on the above formulation have been under
continuous, evolving development according to the timeline
in Fig. 4. Concurrently, significant effort has been focused on
the requisite EOMs needed for efficient upconversion of mmW
and sub-THz signals to the optical domain, with demonstrated
performance up to 500 GHz [43], [44], [45], [46]. As seen in
Fig. 4, various system-level architectures have been investigated.
The first system to demonstrate coherent optical beamforming
using a SPCL was that depicted in Fig. 4(a), which used an
active source to demonstrate the line-spread function (1D) of
a 1 × 4 array antenna [49]. This result was extended to a 2D

sparse array, shown in Fig. 4(b) that consisted of 30 elements in a
dual-ring sparse-array antenna configuration [39], [50]. The first
phased-array imaging system suitable for flight and field testing
was that shown in Fig. 4(c), which was a 5-arm spiral sparse
array with 220 elements distributed over a 2 × 2-ft aperture
[30], [51], [52]. This system achieved an NETD of ∼5 K. Next,
to improve image quality as well as the NETD, a dense-array
antenna system was developed that had 396 elements in a dense
18 × 22 configuration, shown in Fig. 4(d). However, this system
was found to have limitations in spatial phase locking due
to the limited input/output capacity of the field-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) that were used to implement the SPCL
algorithm over the entire array. Thus, the achieved NETD was
only ∼2 K. These issues were resolved in the next system to
be demonstrated, a larger dense-array antenna having a 32 ×
32 array configuration, see Fig. 4(e). In this system, a block
of 48 elements near the center of the array was removed to
provide space for a boresight-aligned IR camera and a pair
of visible cameras that provide passive stereoscopic ranging.
Thus, the net number of active elements was 976. This system
demonstrated an NETD of<1.0 K at video rates (30 Hz). Lastly,
an ultra-light system using an 8 × 8 array antenna (64 elements)
was developed for flight testing on a drone, which weighs 19 lb
and is battery powered for up to 4 hours with a 10-Ah battery.
The measured NETD of this system is ∼0.8 K, see Fig. 4(f).
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Fig. 6. Building phased-array imaging systems: (a) single RF-photonic upconversion modules, (b) transition to blade-based integration processes, and (c) stacking
of the blades to realize a dense-array imager.

Fig. 7. RF-photonic upconversion blade integration: (a) blade-based array design and integration, (b) machined bottom half-blade, ready for integration,
(c) integrated LNA in bottom housing, (d) zoom-in of LNA, (e) LNA gain measurement with peak at 85 GHz, (f) setup to test integrated blade, and (g) fully
machined and integrated blade.

Through the development path just described, where necessity
definitely became the mother of invention, the overall system ar-
chitecture has converged to that of Fig. 5, which shows schemat-
ically the basic building blocks for a phased-array imaging
system, including the use of a single laser and associated erbium-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to feed the entire imaging system
with a single laser source, thereby ensuring temporal coherence
so long as any path-length mismatches are within the coherence
length of the laser. Before discussing the various aspects of this
architecture, it is important to highlight the manner in which the
systems’ methods of construction have evolved. The first large-
scale 2D array, shown in Fig. 6(a), was made by integrating each
RF-photonic module individually. This process proved to be
extremely time-consuming and very costly. Thus, the next gen-
eration of system was designed using a blade-based approach,
where each row of the array was divided into two modules of 1×

9 elements. This enabled batch integration, which significantly
reduced the labor associated with RF-photonic integration. How-
ever, the choice of 1 × 9 modules was short-sighted in that com-
mercial off-the-shelf (COTS) arrayed components, connectors,
and packages are most commonly available in 1 × 8 sizes, and
multiples thereof. Thus, more recent versions of the phased array
systems use a modulo 1× 8 blade-based approach which proved
more efficient in terms of integration and cost-effectiveness. The
blade-based approach is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and (c).

With this in mind, we return to the architecture presented in
Fig. 5, where the top-left section shows the RF-photonic front
end which comprises individual blades, as seen in the computer-
aided-drafting (CAD) rendering of Fig. 7(a). The integrated
blades are first machined with top and bottom halves, shown
in Fig. 7(b). Low noise amplifiers (LNAs) are integrated into
machined pockets as shown in Fig. 7(c) and (d) and subsequently
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Fig. 8. Optical control system including: (a) CAD rendering of the optical processor, (b) ray-trace design and simulation of the optical processor, and (c)
FPGA-based control system for the spatial phase-control loop.

tested on a vector network analyzer (VNA), as shown in Fig. 7(e)
and (f). Lastly, the top halves of the blades are fastened to realize
a completed front-end blade, as shown in Fig. 7(g). The LNAs
used in this work consisted of two stages of Northrop Grumman
ALP275 W-band LNAs with a peak gain of 68 dB at ∼85 GHz.
The output waveguide from the RF sub-blade couples directly to
the input waveguide of the optical sub-blade, which transitions
to a co-planar-waveguide (CPW) transmission line on the EOM.
This is where optical upconversion occurs. The output from the
optical sub-blade is an array of optical fibers that are gathered
into a bundle, terminating in a fiber array, where the location of
each fiber termination in the array corresponds homothetically
to the location of the respective element in the antenna array.
From this point, the optical signals are launched into free space
within the optical processor, as shown in Fig. 8.

The optical processor, seen at the center of Fig. 5, and depicted
in more detail in Fig. 8(b), replicates optically the beamspace
of the incident mmW signals using a spatial Fourier transform
performed by an optical lens. It also implements the SPCL,
which preserves spatial coherence across the array after upcon-
version. To begin, the output optical fibers from the upconversion
blades are gathered into a fiber array and launched into free
space, as shown in Fig. 8(b)(i). After propagating through a
polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) (Fig. 8(b)(ii)), the optical signals
pass through a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and are incident on
a thin-film-stack reflection filter (Fig. 8(b)(iii)), from which

the carriers and lower sidebands are reflected back for use in
the SPCL, while the upper sidebands continue to propagate
(Fig. 8(b)(iv)), ultimately reforming the mmW beamspace on a
SWIR camera, seen in Fig. 8(a). After propagating back through
the QWP a second time, the carriers’ polarization is rotated by
90° and consequently they are reflected by the PBS toward a
second beamsplitter (Fig. 8(b)(v)) that directs the now-focused
carriers to an array of photodetectors (PDs) (Fig. 8(b)(vi)), where
the carrier from each input fiber is focused onto a separate PD. At
the same time, a reference beam, created from the same carrier
laser, is introduced via the second beamsplitter as a collimated
source, i.e., a spatially flat phase reference (Fig. 8(b)(vii)). This
reference is phase modulated in time with a 200-kHz sawtooth
waveform whose amplitude is matched to the full-wave voltage
of a low-speed reference phase modulator. The reference modu-
lation frequency is chosen to be >10 times higher than the char-
acteristic frequencies of the (predominantly acoustic) fiber per-
turbations. Consequently, each focused carrier spot is overlaid
with the time-modulated reference beam such that they interfere,
causing the PDs to produce 200-kHz sinusoidal output signals,
which deviate in phase from the reference sawtooth in direct
proportion to any phase perturbations that were introduced in
the optical fibers that conveyed the upconverted RF signals from
the EOMs to the optical processor. These signals are digitized
and processed using an FPGA control system, which also syn-
thesizes the reference sawtooth. The FPGA computes the phase
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Fig. 9. Overall system design and build: (a) CAD design of a dense-array mmW video-rate imaging system, (b) array antenna during system build, (c) output
optical fibers from the array, (d) side view of the imager showing the fiber bundle and optical processor, (e) final system with integrated visible camera mounted
just above the array antenna.

deviation in each channel and generates a set of output voltages,
one for each channel, that are fed back to bias each EOM in the
array, thereby providing a real-time cancellation of the phase
perturbations. The end result is the continuous preservation of
spatial coherence across the array after upconversion, which
allows the mmW beamspace to be imaged in the optical domain
on a SWIR camera, for real-time rendering of the mmW scene.

A final, practical aspect of realizing a phased-array imaging
system is building the system chassis, which consists of a power
distribution system and mechanical mounts and struts that hold
the various subsystem sections, as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a)
shows a CAD rendering of the antenna array, RF-photonic
blades, and a thermoelectric cooler mounted on the top. Fig. 9(b)
and (c) are the front and rear view of the integrated and stacked
upconversion modules, with the rear view showing the output
optical fibers. Fig. 9(d) shows the integrated chassis with refer-
ences to the key functional components of the system, including
the SWIR camera, control electronics, optical processor, phase
control system, fiber bundle, and power distribution.

With the system-build process described above, several real-
time mmW and sub-THz imagers have been built and demon-
strated. Accordingly, snap-shot images from multiple systems
are shown in Fig. 10 where (a) and (b) show images of cars in a
parking lot, (c) and (d) show a person kneeling in front of a truck,

(e) and (f) show a person with a concealed object under with
(g) being the toy plastic pistol that was wrapped in aluminum
tape. Lastly, Fig. 10(h) and (i) show a person entering a tent
with someone already inside it. This image was taken in the late
evening where daylight was minimal. These snap-shot images
extracted from real-time videos demonstrate unique properties
of mmW and sub-THz imaging systems, namely that they pro-
vide a see-through imaging capability not available in visible and
IR imaging systems, and that the scene contrast, arising from
the different brightness temperatures of ambient-temperature
emissive objects and the cold sky, is day/night independent.

Finally, it should be noted that the emerging field of arti-
ficial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) is providing
remarkable image-enhancement capabilities including deblur-
ring, object identification, and subject tracking. While this topic
is beyond the scope of this article, it is an exciting area of
research and is likely to have significant application to mmW
and sub-THz imaging, given their relatively poor image quality
in comparison to visible and IR imaging systems.

V. SUMMARY

This article presented a new class of imaging phased-array
systems that provide real-time, video-rate spatial rendering of
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Fig. 10. Still image captures from real-time video-rate (30 Hz) mmW imaging systems: (a) visible image and (b) mmW image of parking lot; (c) visible image
and (d) mmW image of a person kneeling in front of parked vehicles; (e) visible image and (f) mmW image of a person with a concealed toy pistol, where the
concealed pistol in the right pocket can be seen clearly in (f); (g) photo of the toy pistol wrapped in aluminum tape; (h) visible image and (i) mmW image of a
person entering a tent with another person already inside, where both individuals are shown clearly in (i).

scenes within the mmW and sub-THz regions of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Section II described the general principles
of operation and performance achieved in experimental testing
whereas Section III offered a rigorous mathematical analysis
of image formation. Starting from first principles and using
well-justified approximations, we arrived at a general expression
linking the spatially incoherent mmW radiation emanating from
the scene with the image produced by interfering modulation
sideband at a photodetector plane. The mathematical treatment
is sufficiently general and flexible to be applicable to ana-
lyzing a wide class of systems relying on spatially coherent
up-conversion of radio-frequency waves to optical domain for
processing, such as those presented in [40].

The progression of fabricated system architectures was pre-
sented in the context of improving not only system-level perfor-
mance, but also the manufacturability of the systems. To this end,
an efficient, modular blade-based approach was presented that
is efficient for integration and cost-effective from a commercial
parts consideration. Imaging demonstrations of the most recent
systems were presented that showed the ability to render high-
contrast outdoor images with sub-Kelvin NETD, along with
concealed object detection and imaging through structures.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the optical beamforming ap-
proach presented is entirely agnostic to RF frequency, and there-
fore will readily scale to frequencies in the THz regime. Only
the front-end RF components, i.e., the antennas and LNAs, are
frequency dependent. Presently, efforts are ongoing to develop
antenna and LNA technology that will enable this approach to

be used at up to 0.2 THz, for applications such as ultra-wideband
atmospheric sensing [53].
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